
（英語）南海トラフ地震等の情報に伴う学校の対応について 保存版（家庭掲示用）2018年度作成 

To the parents                                        Kameyama Nishi Elementary School 

 

 

About Our Way to Respond to the Information of the “Nankai trough” Earthquake 

                                                            

Accompanying the standard of the official announcement of “Earthquake advisory” or “Warning 

declaration” of Nankai trough earthquake, we will respond the information as following. Your 

understanding and the proper actions are much appreciated.  

① In case that “Earthquake advisory” or “Warning declaration” is issued when you are at home. 

◎ Don’t let the children go to school. (Our school will be closed)  

The school will be closed on that day when the information or declaration is not cancelled as of  

0 o’clock in the morning (midnight). 

②. In case that “Earthquake advisory” or “Warning declaration” is issued while going on the way to 

or from the school 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

③ In case that “Earthquake advisory” or “Warning declaration” is announced after beginning the 

classes. 

  

 

 

 

〈Remarks〉 

You will hear “Earthquake advisory” or “Warning declaration” of the Nankai trough earthquake 

from the Meteorological Agency, even if you are anywhere (at home, in your office, public offices 

or factories).  

＊ These are informed you through TV, radio ,and your community’s public information.  

The following is order. “Information of investigation” ⇒  “Earthquake advisory” ⇒ 

“Information of prevision” of Nankai trough earthquake.  

Warning declaration will be announced after “Information of prevision of Nankai trough 

Earthquake”.   

＊ In case that “Warning declaration” is announced or a big earthquake occurs suddenly without 

any information, it is estimated that it is hard to contact each other because of the confusion of 

lines. We will communicate with “Chiku-iin” the member of area committee, but please be sure to 

come to school and take your children with the parent’s responsibility.  

＊ When Nankai trough earthquake occurs, it is estimated that civil hall will be a headoffice for 

countermeasure against disasters. Please refrain from coming to school by car because the road 

in front of the civil hall will be suspended. 

◎ We will communicate with “Chiku-iin” member of the area committee, and take proper action. 

The students have to go home quickly as a rule. But they have to wait for the parent at school in 

case that they arrived at school. The teachers will patrol ,grasp the situation and help the 

children.  

◎ When the students leave school, we will communicate with “Chiku-iin” member of the area 

committee, and take proper action. However, in principal , the children have to go home as it is .  

We will end the classes immediately. The parents have to come to school to take the children.  

We will confirm your ID card to let you take the children home. 
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